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Abstract: Wrapped writing mode is a simple, inexpensive approach to multiphoton stereolithography. Standard ∼10 µm thin cling foil shields the objective from direct contact with the
photoresist, without compromising writing resolution. A diffraction limited lateral voxel width
below 150 nm was demonstrated through ray tracing simulations and electron microscopy using
standard polymer photoresist. Wrapped mode, like dip-in printing, is not limited by the objective
working distance height. Its utility to prototype new print resists was validated through custom
aqueous protein, silver nitrate, and black epoxy based formulations.
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1.

Introduction

Multiphoton polymerization was pioneered in the 1990s to fabricate 3D nano- and microstructures
[1–3] and continued to evolve into several femtosecond direct laser writing (fs DLW) methods
since then [4–10]. Their applications include simple waveguide coupling elements [11], complex
micro-optical systems [12–16], microfluidics [17], cell [18,19] and synthetic biology [20,21],
metamaterial engineering [22], and metallic microelectronics [23], to name a few.
Ideal fs DLW modes are unlimited in attainable fabrication height and minimize optical
abberations, while avoiding direct contact between photoresist and the objective (Fig. 1). In dip-in
mode, the photoresist itself serves as immersion medium to allow for arbitrary build heights
[8,24]. Disadvantages are the need for suitable index matching of the resist, as well as the delicate
and often time-consuming cleaning of the objective to not risk degrading the objective’s sealings
or coatings. This constrains permissive solvents in engineering novel photoresists, especially
when nanocomposite, protein, or metal-deposition chemistry are used [19,25–29]. Alternatively,
the laser is focused in immersion through a glass substrate into the photoresist (immersion
mode). Here, new resist formulations can be tested by a simple swap of the substrate, but feasible
fabrication heights are limited to below the working distance of the objective, and aberrations
from polymerized resist reduce print quality. The growing demand for application-tailored
photoresist formulations would hence benefit from an immersed printing mode that is no longer
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restricted in fabrication height. This was first achieved by locating the photoresist in a material vat
held at a steady immersion, while the printing substrate is moved out of the vat during fabrication
[30]. Vat mode printing, however, may be difficult to implement on existing hardware. Also,
writing objectives are typically not designed for use in a threefold material system of immersion,
cover glass, and photoresist which limits the accessible print resolution. All these considerations
motivated us to seek an alternative solution.

Fig. 1. Femtosecond direct laser writing modes. (A) The writing objective is in direct
contact with the photoresist in dip-in mode (left). While enabling large build heights, this
configuration exposes the objective to the resist. In immersion mode (right), the objective
is protected from contacting the photoresist directly by a cover glass and an immersion
medium. However, feasible fabrication heights are limited to below the working distance
of the objective. (B) Wrapped mode achieves large build heights without exposing the
objective to the resist. A droplet of a standard immersion medium (oil or deionized water), a
suitable foil, and an O-ring are assembled around the objective. The advantages of dip-in
and immersion mode are thus combined in an inexpensive and easy-to-use approach.

Here, we present a wrapped fs DLW mode (Fig. 1(B)), where the objective is covered by a thin
foil and secured in position with a suitable O-ring. This configuration keeps beam paths inside
the immersion fluid and the protective foil very short in order to conserve printing resolution. It is
simple to retrofit on any system by placing standard polyethylene (PE) kitchen cling foil, or more
chemically resistant foils even with poorly matched refractive indices, onto the objective. As a
result, any unconventional photoresist can be used in combination with arbitrary fs DLW writing
objectives to achieve immersion-mode printing without limiting the fabrication heights by the
objective working distance. For matched refractive indices of objective and photoresist, the print
resolution is not compromised for a wide range of foil and immersion fluid refractive indices.
PE, or if needed pre-sterilized or more solvent resistant foils, can thus facilitate fs DLW of
resists that require sterility or harsh solvents. Used objectives are easy to clean as the foil can be
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directly disposed after printing. Conditions for diffraction limited wrapped mode resolution were
assessed in optical simulations and experimentally confirmed. Finally, three custom photoresists
were tested.
2.

Simulations of wrapped writing mode performance envelope

Optical propagation (Fig. 2 ) was simulated in Zemax OpticStudio. The wavefront exiting from
the writing objective was assumed to be perfectly spherical coming from a propagation medium
matched to the refractive index of the photoresist (liquid IP-Dip, n = 1.512 at λ = 780 nm,
T = 20◦ C [31]). In accordance with our experiments and standard fs DLW configurations,
especially Numerical Apertures (NAs) of 1.4 and 0.8 were assessed. The propagation was
simulated at 780 nm, the laser wavelength of the 3D-printers used in our experiments (Photonic
Professional GT & GT2, Nanoscribe GmbH & Co. KG). Next, we accounted for the gap between
foil and writing objective as defined by the protruding objective mount edge and front lens.
Confocal microscopy quantified this gap height to be 0-40 µm for our objectives (Table 1,
experimental section). Immersion media for this gap were set to immersion oil (Zeiss Immersol
518 F, n = 1.509 at λ = 780 nm) or deionized water (n = 1.329 at λ = 780 nm, T = 20◦ C). The
subsequent PE foil (n = 1.544 at λ = 780 nm, obtained from [32]) was modeled as a 10 µm

Fig. 2. Simulations of the diffraction limit in wrapped writing mode. (A) Simulation
configuration: The objective wavefront was assumed to be perfectly spherical. Immersion
gap and PE foil were defined as plane parallel plates and the Strehl ratio was analyzed in the
focal point. (B) Strehl ratios simulated for oil immersion and different PE foil thicknesses
at a fixed immersion gap thickness of 0.2 µm. A white dotted line delineates diffraction
limited performance before writing resolution degrades at higher NA and foil thickness. (C)
Strehl ratios for deionized water immersion and different gap thicknesses at a fixed PE foil
thickness of 10 µm. Experimentally realized configs. 1 (40x) and 2 (25x) project diffraction
limited performance.
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thin plate in accordance with confocal microscopy measurements. These parameters reflect the
standard configuration also used in our experiments. Sensitivity analyses use this configuration
as starting point. Once transmitted through the PE foil, simulated rays enter the photoresist
and culminate in the focal spot. The Strehl ratio was evaluated from the Huygens point spread
function (PSF) at the best focus position in z which was refocused per data point. Strehl ratios of
0.8 and higher were considered as diffraction limited performance.
Table 1. Experimental print configurations in wrapped fs DLW mode.
Writing objectives indicate the index media adjustment ring settings. Gap
values denote measured heights between front lens and the protruding
edge of the objective mount for the used objectives. Gap errors are
experimental standard deviations.
config.

writing objective

NA

immersion

gap

1

40x oil

1.4

Immersol 518 F

0.19 ± 0.05 µm

2

25x oil

0.8

DI H2 O

24.4 ± 0.4 µm

3

25x water

0.8

DI H2 O

24.4 ± 0.4 µm

4

25x oil

0.8

Immersol 518 F

24.4 ± 0.4 µm

5

40x water

1.2

DI H2 O

36.5 ± 1.2 µm

Simulations explored various objectives, immersion media, foil, and photoresist configurations
for wrapped mode. First, the sensitivity to foil and gap thickness variations for different NAs was
analyzed for both objectives (Fig. 2(B), (C). The high resolution NA 1.4 setup (config. 1) with
almost perfectly matched media achieved a diffraction limited Strehl ratio of 0.897 (Fig. 2(B)).
Thicker PE foils and higher objective NA had markedly degraded resolution. The poorly matched
low resolution NA 0.8 oil objective (config. 2) with water immersion in turn had a diffraction
limited Strehl ratio of 0.981 (Fig. 2(C)). A wide range of NAs and water gap thicknesses achieved
diffraction limited performance against a 10 µm PE foil.
The sensitivity to refractive index mismatches was compared between high NA 1.4 and low NA
0.8 objectives, with a 25 µm immersion gap and a 10 µm PE foil each (Fig. 3). Clearly, matching
the objective wavefront to the photoresist is most critical and should not exceed ∆n = 0.005 for
NA 1.4. Thus, similar to dip-in mode, photoresist and objective should be carefully matched for
high NAs. Accordingly, our approach of protecting the objective is not designed to overcome
this restriction and we refer to the use of objective lenses with immersion adjustment rings here.
Optical performance, however, is very insensitive to index mismatches of foil and immersion
medium and especially uncritical for the low NA 0.8 setup. Even at high NA 1.4, diffraction
limited printing was maintained across a wide range of index mismatches due to the short beam
paths which allows our approach to utilize almost arbitrary immersion fluids and foil material
combinations.
Overall, we conclude from the simulations that thinner immersion gaps and foils achieved best
performance, or in other words shorter beam paths are less sensitive to higher refractive index
mismatches. Higher numerical apertures in turn require better index matching for experimentally
convenient gap and foil thicknesses.
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Fig. 3. Sensitivity to refractive index mismatches for an objective lens matched to n = 1.512
immersion (simulations). Strehl ratios were evaluated for exemplary high NA 1.4 and low
NA 0.8 objectives for a 25 µm immersion gap and a 10 µm PE foil. Refractive indices were
varied one at a time for the photoresist, the immersion medium, and the foil, respectively.
For each variation, all other refractive indices were set to their standard configuration values
given in the text and indicated with blue dashed lines in the graphs.

3.

Experimental wrapped writing mode validation

Objectives were wrapped with low-cost kitchen cling foil (e.g. ALIO Frischhaltefolie, Wentus
Kunststoff GmbH ) (Fig. 4(A)). First, the immersion medium was applied to the objective’s front
lens. Second, the foil was stretched onto a simple 3D-printed fixture (material: polylactide (PLA)
filament, fused filament printer: Ultimaker 3, Ultimaker B.V.). Third, the stretched foil was
lowered over the objective, until it covered the front lens mount tightly to form an air bubble free
thin immersion film between both. This procedure also disposed excess immersion medium to
the sides. The assembly was secured with an O-ring of suitable diameter, rolled over the objective
before the foil was cut and the clamping fixture removed. Finally, the standard or experimental
photoresist was applied to the wrapped objective, shielded from the objective’s front lens by the
thin foil. Detailed experimental configurations are given in Tables 1 and 2.
Table 2. Overview of printed structures with wrapped fs DLW mode. Respective
objective and immersion configurations are listed in Table 1.
config.

photoresist

printed structure

1

IP-Dip

woodpile (∆x, ∆y=500 nm / ∆z=990 nm)

2

IP-Dip

woodpile (∆x, ∆y=1 µm / ∆z=2.12 µm)

3

GM10 methacrylated gelatin [19,33]

mouse alveolar scaffold [19]

4

IP-Black prototype

rook (580 µm high)

5

silver nitrate [34]

wire grid (200 µm wide)

Experimentally achieved lateral (∆x, ∆y) and axial (∆z) resolutions were identical when
comparing wrapped mode with conventional dip-in mode across the objective field of view,
as confirmed by comparing different writing field positions (Fig. 4). Woodpile scaffolds were
printed from IP-Dip onto indium tin oxide coated substrates (both Nanoscribe GmbH & Co. KG),
developed in propylene glycol methyl ether acetate , rinsed with isopropanol, and dried under
nitrogen. After printing, the O-ring was removed from the objective to dispose the foil with excess
resist. Residual immersion oil was cleaned or reused. Thin DI H2 O immersion films quickly
dried off without residuals. Resulting voxel dimensions were examined by scanning electron
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Fig. 4. Experimental wrapped mode assembly and resolution limit. (A) Immersion medium
is placed onto the objective. A stretching fixture helps to place the foil and to secure it with
an O-ring. After trimming the foil, the objective is ready for fs DLW. (B) Dip-in mode (left)
and wrapped mode (right) resolution was assessed from fabricated woodpile structures via
scanning electron microscopy, both in the writing field center (r = 0) and off axis (r = 156
µm and r = 250 µm) for oil immersion and water immersion with the 40x oil and 25x oil
objective, respectively. See Table 1 and 2 for configuration details.

microscopy. The 40× oil, 1.4 NA high resolution achieved config. 1 lateral voxel diameters
below 150 nm, suggesting diffraction limited performance in accordance with our simulations.
Marginally thinner voxel lines for wrapped mode in the off-center writing field position indicate a
slightly higher polymerization threshold in the field. Most importantly, however, achievable print
resolution was maintained. The low resolution 25x oil, 0.8 NA objective water immersion config.
2 also achieved voxel dimensions similar to conventional dip-in writing, albeit at marginally
higher laser powers. This polymerization threshold increase from the 8% dip-in control to 8.5%
suggests an increase of the focal spot size, which however can be easily compensated through
laser power adjustments. Both, simulated and experimental data confirm that our inexpensive
approach to protect the microscope objective from contact with the photoresist can be readily
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implemented on existing fs DLW hardware with almost no performance loss across the full
writing field of view.
To evaluate the utility of wrapped mode for developing new photoresists, we chose three alternative resist chemistries (Fig. 5). First, fs DLW bio-ink engineering was explored. Protein-based
photoresist containing 25 wt% GM10, a gelatin derivative with a high degree of methacrylation,
and 2 wt% LAP (lithium phenyl-2,4,6-trimethylbenzoylphosphinate) photo-initiator was prepared
in phosphate buffer to print a geometry derived from in vivo mouse lung parenchymal tissue
containing entire alveoli, as previously described [19]. Resulting cell scaffolds fabricated in water
immersion wrapped mode (25x water, NA 0.8 objective) were not distinguishable from dip-in
control prints. The ease of replacing the wrapped mode foil reduces biological contamination risks
and favors maintained sterile working conditions. Second, a 580 µm high rook was fabricated
from highly absorptive IP-Black photoresist. Hence, fabrication of structures extending well
beyond the working distance of the writing objective was feasible (210 µm working distance at
170 µm cover glass thickness 25x oil, NA 0.8 objective). Direct exposure in conventional dip-in
mode would risk irreversible black stains on the objective’s front lens. Conventional immersion
mode printing in turn would not allow printing such a 580 µm high structure. Furthermore,
continuously changing absorptive beam paths in the black photoresist would be problematic for
polymerization threshold conservation in immersion mode printing. As a third example, we
fabricated a silver wire grid from a water-based silver precursor (silver nitrate AgNO3 , ammonia
NH3 , and a trisodium citrate NA3 C6 H5 O7 initiator [34]) in wrapped mode (40x water, NA 1.2
objective). Depositing a metal film onto an unprotected objective lens in conventional dip-in
mode may cause irrevocable damage to the objective, a risk that is highly reduced in wrapped
mode.

Fig. 5. Wrapped mode application examples with custom photoresists. (A) Brightfield
micrograph during fabrication of a 3D cell scaffold from aqueous protein photoresist
(config. 3). (B) Micrograph of a developed 580 µm high rook printed from IP-Black
prototype resist (config. 4). (C) Electron microscopy of a metal wire grid printed from
aqueous silver precursor (config. 5). Compare Table 1 and 2 for detailed print configurations.
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Conclusion

In conclusion, wrapped writing mode combines the strengths of immersion and dip-in mode
fs DLW printing: protecting the objective while maintaining a diffraction limited resolution
without working distance limitations. It is simple and inexpensive to implement, has an extensive
performance envelope, and is hence ideally suited to spur future photoresist development efforts.
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